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Abstract
The threats of space debris are enormously high, which are increasing due to launch of multi-satellite constellations, especially in

low-Earth orbit, with millions of pieces of junk there. Different passive and active debris removal methods are being developed like
self-deorbiting of used satellites, drag sails, mechanical grasps, tethers and nets, also directed energy, lasers including. Space junk

is the responsibility of the whole mankind, and the problem of managing space debris is both the international challenge and the
opportunity to preserve the space environment for future space exploration missions. The paper shows how self-organized constel-

lation networks of deorbiting satellites can organize multiple cleaning operations autonomously under the developed Spatial Grasp
Technology (SGT), with cooperative involvement of the whole network and minimum interaction with costly ground antennas and

stations. It also offers a unique solution where most dangerous junk items can themselves be treated as active virtual-physical items

freely moving through terrestrial and celestial environments and ultimately finding, by their own initiative, the proper cleaning satellites. This can effectively organize the global junk management and removal problem, where the active junk items can keep initiative

of self-removal for any time needed and using any distributed resources. A combined solution is also offered with initial global search
for approximate satellite-debris matching, after which the junk is delegated its own initiative to find the absolute match by traveling
around the globe as far and as long as required. The paper shows and explains different practical cleaning scenarios in the high-level
Spatial Grasp Language (as key element of SGT) and possibilities of quick implementation of the approach.

Keywords: Space Debris, Satellite Constellations; Spatial Grasp Technology; Active Virtual-physical Objects; Self-cleaning Junk
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1. Introduction
There are millions of pieces of space junk flying around the

Earth, and especially in low-Earth orbits. Their amount may be

rapidly increasing due to the intensive launch of multi-satellite
constellations (sometimes even called “mega- constellations”) by

ing satellites (deorbiting the junk to be burned in the atmosphere),
which can be operating under the developed high-level Spatial
Grasp Technology (SGT). The paper is organized as follows.

In Section 2 a summary on the debris problems and solutions

different countries, particularly in LEO, especially when these sat-

is provided with mentioning such issues as legal questions of junk

the space junk massively by using constellations of special clean-

missions, as well as some theoretical background for the removal.

ellites come to the end of service or collide with other satellites or
the existing junk. The aim of this paper is to show how to deal with

removal, debris surveillance and tracking, the removal complexity,
already existing removal contracts and techniques, first removal
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Section 3 provides key ideas of SGT, including simplest possible
model explanation, features of the Spatial Grasp Language (SGL)
as the main element of SGT, and also how networked SGL interpret-

ers can cover and control any distributed environments. Section 4
shows how a special constellation of junk cleaning satellites can be

converted under SGT into an intelligent team capable of organizing
and executing massive debris removal operations with autonomy

and reduced ground communications. Section 5 shows in SGL how

the debris discovery, general organization and execution scenarios
can be expressed in SGL which is interpreted in distributed way
by the whole satellite cleaning network, with showing how the removal solutions can also be organized simultaneously for multiple

debris. Section 6 provides a solution in SGL where the junk items
can be virtually treated as active objects traveling around the Earth

and finding proper cleaners by their own initiative, and this allows
any time needed for finding a suitable match for such self-removal.

It is also shown how this strategy can be effectively integrated with

the one in the previous section. Section 7 concludes the paper with
confirmation that the current SGT version can be readily imple-

mented within standard environments, similar to the previous versions. It also mentions the future plans which include the new book
currently in preparation.

2. Debris problems and solutions
2.1 General on debris
The threats from existing numerous space debris are becoming

enormously high [1,2]. The trash situation caused by intensive new

launches and defunct satellites is getting worse and risks making

space off-limits for future generations [2] (See Figure 1 for some
symbolic space junk pictures). Space junk is no one countries’ re-

sponsibility [3], but the responsibility of every space-faring country.

The problem of managing space debris is both an international

challenge and opportunity to preserve the space environment for
future space exploration missions. LEO is an orbital space junk

yard, with millions of pieces of space junk flying there. Most orbital

debris comprises human-generated objects, such as pieces of space
craft, tiny flecks of paint from a spacecraft, parts of rockets, satellites that are no longer working, or explosions of objects in orbit

flying around in space at high speeds. The threats of space debris
are increasing due to the launch of several multi-satellite constella-

Figure 1: Space debris: (a) certain orbits related, (b) overall
picture.

tions, particularly in low-Earth orbit. The new space paradigm and

the increasing population of spacecraft in low-Earth orbit requires

deorbiting systems that can satisfy space debris requirements [4].
Drag sails are the main technology, and several companies have

already commercialized and sold these products. Other systems
such as electromagnetic tethers, deployable booms, or the NASA
Exo-brake have also already been prototyped and demonstrated in
space.

2.2 Legal issues of removal
Various legal and political concepts to resolve the problem of

the existing space debris in outer space are analyzed, also which

measures to take to avoid space debris or to reduce potential space
debris in the course of future space missions [5]. From a scientific
and technical point of view various studies are ongoing to analyze

the feasibility of active debris removal. Nevertheless it has to be
highlighted that outer space is an international area where various
actors with different legal and political concepts are operating, a

situation that leads to different approaches concerning such activities. Space debris is the global mounting ultimatum to the enduring
maintainability of the Outer Space activities and it ought to be dealt

in the very beginning, otherwise, it will be too late [6]. From cou-

ples of years ago, some incidents of collisions have enhanced the
space debris accumulation, now crowded the corridor of earth or-

bit which constitutes the most serious pollutant of the near-earth
space environment.

2.3 Surveillance and tracking
Currently, over 22,000 objects larger than 10 cm are tracked

by Space Surveillance Networks and recorded in their catalog to
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provide warnings to satellites in the path of these objects and to

using laser beams, with the aim of starting the service in 2026 [12].

and cataloging of the centimeter-sized objects, still large enough

such as defunct satellites and rocket sections. To preserve a secure

enable them to perform avoidance maneuvers [7]. From a technical

point of view, here the challenges are the identification, tracking,
to produce catastrophic damage but not included in the current

catalogs. Radars have been the preferred ground-based system,
in particular to monitor LEO, as they can operate independently

day and night as well as in all meteorological conditions. However,
most radar telescopes are optimized for astronomical observations
rather than debris tracking and so bi-static systems have also been

used to improve performance, and some have shown a capability to
detect objects down to 1 cm at 100 km. Similarly, systems combin-

ing laser ranging and passive optical tracking have been demonstrated to achieve good accuracy in determining the position of objects (within 10 m). These capabilities and different organization

catalogs have to come together to improve actionable knowledge
of the orbital population.

Satellite communications company Sky Perfect JSAT Corp. said the

project will be the first to use laser beams to remove space debris
space environment, the active removal or de-orbiting of space debris is an emergent technological challenge. If remedial action is
not taken in the near future it will be difficult to sustain human

space activities. To overcome this issue, several other methods for
the removal and de-orbiting of debris have been proposed so far;
classified as either contact (e.g., robotic arm, tether net, electrody-

namic tether) or contactless ones like plasma beam [13] ejected
from the satellite to impart a force to the debris thereby deceler-

ating it, which results in it falling to a lower altitude, re-entering
the Earth’s atmosphere and burning up naturally (See Figure 2 for
some existing junk cleaning techniques).

2.4 Complexity of removal problem
Despite promising technology demonstrations, there is no

one-size-fits-all solution for the growing problem of takingout the

orbital trash [8]. Even tiny pieces of space debris can have catastrophic effects. A Space Age “tragedy of the commons” is unfolding

right under our nose (or, really, right over our head) and no consensus yet exists on how to stop it. For more than a half-century,

humans have been hurling objects into low-Earth orbit in ever

growing numbers. And with few meaningful limitations on further
launches into that increasingly congested realm, the prevailing attitude has been persistently permissive: in orbit, it seems, there is
always room for one more.

2.5 Removal contracts and techniques
“NASA and ESA studies show that the only way to stabilize the

Figure 2: Active de-orbiting techniques: (a) mechanical grasp,
(b) net, (c) tether, (d) laser, (e) ion beam, (f) directed energy.

2.6 Very first missions
The spacecraft and the 17-kilogram dummy satellite (the de-

orbital environment is to actively remove large debris items [9-

bris to be cleaned up) will separate and then perform a high-stakes

space mission to clean orbital junk with the use of a giant claw. The

space debris is to be launched from the Baikonur Cosmodrome in

11]. ClearSpace-1 will be the first space mission to remove an item
of debris from orbit, planned for launch in 2025, as the first-ever
first-of-its- kind mission is not only new in terms of what it’s setting out to achieve, but also represents a shift in strategy for the

ESA, which has chosen a private firm to design and engineer its
own spacecraft and plan of execution. A Japanese company said re-

cently it will develop a satellite to clean up floating space debris by

game of cat and mouse [14-16]. A demonstration mission to test
new technology developed by the company Astroscale to clean up

Kazakhstan. Known as ELSA-d, the mission will exhibit technology
that could help capture space junk, the millions of pieces of orbital

debris that float above Earth. The more than 8,000 metric tons of
debris threaten the loss of services we rely on for Earth-bound life,
including weather forecasting, telecommunications and GPS systems.
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2.7 Some theoretical background
To reduce the rising influence of the space debris and improve

the safe performance of the space mission, the three- stage removal strategy for space debris is proposed [17]. Firstly, the multiple

spacecrafts including one main spacecraft and some following

spacecraft for space debris removal mission is considered. Then,
the fuel, time and the quantity of the following spacecraft are defined as the constraints. Moreover, using the minimum fuel con-

sumption as the optimal object, the mathematical model of the debris removal problem is established. Finally, the genetic algorithm

is applied to solve this problem. The proposed three-stage space

Figure 3: Spatial Grasp Model elementary explanation.

debris removal can effectively reduce the fuel consumption. Numerical simulation verifies the effectiveness of the proposed space

3.2 The spatial grasp language

theoretic perspective is studied, focused on the question whether

and how self-interested agents can cooperate. Centralized and de-

be expressed by the recursive high level Spatial Grasp Language

ed whether agents can learn optimal strategies by reinforcement

(SGL) in which all spatial scenarios are represented, with its top

syntactic categories are shown in italics, vertical bar separates al-

games and reinforcement learning. The main finding was that the

optional.)

debris removal scheme. In [18], space debris removal from a gamecentralized solutions are compared. In addition it was investigatlearning, and for this an orbital simulator was used. Studied were

both single- and multi-agent approaches using stochastic (Markov)

cost of a decentralized, competitive solution can be significant,
which should be taken into consideration when forming debris re-

The mentioned above and many other model’s capabilities can

level syntax following. (The overall SGL scenario is called grasp,
ternatives, parts in braces indicate zero or more repetitions with

a delimiter at the right if multiple, and constructs in brackets are

moval strategies.

3. Spatial grasp model and technology (SGT)
3.1 The simplest model explanation
SGT operates by spatial scenarios self-spreading in physical and

virtual worlds while creating. matching, transforming and managing them. In the simplest case, such a scenario is shown in Figure

3, consisting of following each other parts or grasps Gi of arbitrary
complexity, with the next grasps developing in parallel from po-

sitions in space reached by the previous grasps. The interpreted
scenario text is not staying in any fixed point or points in spacebut
rather spreads itself while carrying further its remainder and omitting the utilized parts.

In general, the model is much more advanced and complex,

with capability of returning the obtained results and states what-

ever remote and multiple they might appear. It also allows to make

any decisions for the further space navigation, creates dynamic operational infrastructures capable of solving any distributed prob-

lems, also effectively mimicking or implementing any other models

3.3 Networked SGL interpreter
Interpreters of SGL can be in arbitrary number of copies, say,

up to millions and billions, which can be effectively integrated
with any existing systems and communications, and their dynamic

networks can represent powerful spatial engines capable of solving any problems in terrestrial and celestial environments. Such

engines can simultaneously execute many cooperative or competitive tasks without any central resources or control, as symbolically
depicted in Figure 4.

Detailed information on SGT, SGL and its networked interpreter,

also solving numerous problems from very different classes under
such approach, can be obtained from many existing publications,
including [19-26], also just by spatial grasp in google.com.

(Petri nets and neural nets including), and so on.
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5.1 Finding and deorbiting of a single junk item
It is supposed that ground station G2 using radar discovers a

suitable junk item and records its parameters (incl. current time,

location, size, expected orbit, etc.) in frontal variable Details, and
Figure 4: SGL interpretation networks as a global world computer.
4. Intelligent constellation of junk cleaners
In [27,28] organization of constellations of small satellites was

considered under SGT with their applications for very different
purposes, where large satellite groups can become intelligent self-

organized systems capable of solving very complex problems au-

tonomously, also with reduced engagement of costly ground antennas and their infrastructures. Dealing with such complex problem

as huge amount of space debris can also be possible only by using large constellations, even mega-ones, of special cleaning (like

de-orbiting) satellites working together as a global goal-oriented

system. In Figure 5, such constellation of cleaners is symbolically
shown with all units supplied with mechanical grasps, which may

also be equipped with any other techniques (including the ones
shown in Figure 2).

then transfers this to the nearest satellite-cleaner C1, by the radar

too, as in the following SGL scenario. (See also Figure 6, with the

related debris item named as D1.) The chosen satellite starts repetitive and parallel constellation flooding and coverage (up to the

whole network) using direct links between satellites until finding
the most suitable cleaner for the junk deorbiting (i.e. its Snapshot
of the nearest satellite matches Details). If deorbiting provided suc-

cessfully, the further constellation coverage is aborted with appropriate cleaning of the network (operation abort). Otherwise, the

network search will continue finding of the appropriate cleaner. As
the network search takes time, with satellites constantly moving,

and the junk item moving too, the networked coverage scenario
regularly updates the expected for this moment of time (with use
of global variable TIME) junk parameters in the moving variable

Details. Operations hop_first navigate the cleaners network with
blocking possible cycling (using nodes marking on the internal interpretation level).

Figure 5: Converting constellation of junk cleaners
into self-organized system.

In the following sections we will be showing and discussing

some elementary scenarios in SGL for cooperating cleaning procedures executed by such satellites groups.

Figure 6: Autonomous reaching of the junk needed
by self-organized network of cleaners.
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5.2 Removing many junk items simultaneously
Any number of registered junk items can be found by the ground

stations with launching deorbiting processes simultaneously, as by
the following scenario (see also Figure 7) using two ground sta-

tions G1 and G2, each trying to find and remove suitable junks

independently by the same network of cleaners. This navigation
independence within the same satellite network is guaranteed by
different navigation colors using frontal environmental variables

COLOR(here corresponding to names G1 and G2), which also influence the names of used SGL variables and internal blocking of cycling. In a further development, each ground station can also detect

and record any number of suitable junk items for the removal attempts (and not only a single one for each station, as below, shown

in Figure 7 as D1 and D2), which can trigger independent network
navigation with individual colors for each junk item too.
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far away from each other during this period of time, on different
orbits, and moving in different directions. The following scenario

(See also Figure 8) is putting the global search for the match not
on the initiative of the cleaners network but on the activity of the

junk item itself by having represented it as a virtual identity process traveling between distributed cleaners any needed time, in-

cluding endlessly, with possibility of entering same cleaners many
times unless one of them happens to match the needed junk item at

some moment of time. And such virtual junk can be travelling only

via local neighbors which appear more suitable for the continuing
search, thus without expensive parallel flooding of the whole net-

work. It is supposed from the beginning that the Details of the junk

item of interest are obtained by some ground station, which sends

them directly to the discovered nearest cleaner C1, from which
the virtual junk identity process begins traveling autonomously

through the cleaners constellation, as long as needed, and around
the Earth.

Figure 7: Simultaneous junk reaching and removal.
6. Active virtual junk solution

6.1 Self-removing junk model
In the previous section we used parallel network search for a

possible match between the selected junk and the cleaning satellite

which happened to be close enough to perform deorbiting operation. If the latter unsuccessful, the parallel network flooding would

be continued until full network coverage, which may not always
guarantee the final success as satellites and junk may happen to be

Figure 8: Active virtual junk self-searching for its removal.
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6.2 Combined organization
It may be useful to combine the two different strategies dis-

cussed above where first one was the matching search on the
initiative and activity of the whole cleaners network by its global

self-flooding, and the other was unlimited localized search for the

appropriate cleaner by the initiative of virtual junk itself. The following scenario combines the global search for initial approximate

matching (similar to Figure 6, 7), starting from some ground station G2, after which the junk is delegated its own initiative to find
absolute match with any time needed for this (as in Figure 8). In a

further development we can use such symbiosis for initial discov-

ery of any junk items, their approximate matching with cleaners,
and then converting to active virtual junk items themselves traveling and finding the final solutions.
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ress [29]. Based on our experience of implementing of the previous
SGT versions in different countries, within traditional university

environments including, we can ensure that the basics of the current technology version can also be implemented by a group of sys-

tem programmers within 4-5 months, and if needed, with the ready
assistance of the current author, as before.
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